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Kobe Bryant: The Inspirational Story of One of the Greatest Basketball Players of
All Time!
"Traces the life of one of the most legendary basketball players in the history of the sport,
drawing upon interviews with Jordan's friends, family, and teammates, and following his career
from college to the NBA."--Provide by publisher.

Kobe
Learn the Incredible Story of the Golden State Warriors' Basketball Superstar Stephen Curry!
Read on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. For a limited time, if you buy the
print edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! An Amazon Best Seller,
Stephen Curry: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Sharpest Shooters, outlines the
inspirational story of one of basketball's premier point guards, Stephen Curry. Stephen Curry
has had an electrifying basketball career playing in the National Basketball Association. In this
Stephen Curry biography, we will learn about how Steph became the star point guard that he is
today. Starting first with his childhood and early life, we'll learn about Steph Curry prior to
entering the NBA, his time in the NBA, along with his impact on the communities of Davidson
College and Golden State. Steph Curry's success is not an accident. It is hard to believe that a
player who once was overlooked at every point in his career has made himself such an
impactful and influential player to the game of basketball today. Steph Curry has transformed
the Golden State Warriors franchise from a lottery-bound team to a perennial contender,
spearheading the Warriors to a 2015 and 2017 NBA Championship over LeBron James and
the Cleveland Cavaliers. Following an MVP season with extraordinary numbers in the
2015-2016 NBA season, Curry became the first player in league history to be a unanimous
MVP. The future is bright for young Curry as he works to lead the Warriors alongside stars
Klay Thompson, Draymond Green, and Kevin Durant. Make sure to purchase a copy of this
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book today, as it's updated through the 2016-2017 NBA season! Here is a preview of what is
inside this book: Early Life and Childhood High School Years of Steph Curry Steph's Davidson
College Years Curry's NBA Career 2009 NBA Draft Rookie Season Sophomore Season InjuryPlagued Third Year in NBA Rise to Stardom 2013-14 Season Steph's Selection to the 2014 AllStar Game 2014-15 Offseason and Early Season The 2015 All-Star Weekend Best Record in
the NBA The MVP 2015 NBA Playoffs The 2015 Offseason 2015-2016 Season - Being the
Best The Arrival of KD, Return to the Top of the Mountain Steph Curry's Personal Life Impact
on Basketball and Beyond Steph Curry's Legacy An excerpt from the book: We were all taught
that children inherit the genes of their parents. Their physical appearance and sometimes even
their disease history become part of who we are. Most of the time, we also copy their attitudes
and mannerisms. In the case of Wardell Stephen "Steph" Curry, one cannot help but wonder if
he also inherited the shooting touch of his father, Dell Curry. An NBA pundit said that great
shooters are not made, they are born. The same can be said about Stephen Curry, to some
degree. His father, Dell Curry, was always a great shooter. Dell tallied a total of 1,245 threepointers in an NBA career that spanned a decade and a half. Steph obviously got a lot of his
shooting abilities from the genetics that his father passed on to him. However, the younger
Curry is not all genetics. He has taken what his father gave him and raised it to a whole new
level because of his insane work ethic. In a sense, Steph is a shooter who was born to be
made. Tags: stephen curry bio, stephen curry basketball, steph curry draft, steph curry dad,
davidson college, facts about stephen curry, sf warriors, stephanie curry, draymond green, dell
curry, klay thompson

Kobe Bryant
#1 New York Times Bestseller From the mind of basketball legend and Academy
Award–winning storyteller Kobe Bryant comes this radically original portrait of five young
basketball players, one enlightening coach, and the awesome transformative power of the
game. Filled with insights about the mental stamina and emotional clarity that peak
performance requires, this is an indispensable story for young athletes, coaches, educators,
and anyone interested in the astonishing potential of team sports to unlock individual growth.
THE GAME WILL NEVER BE THE SAME Magic doesn’t seem possible for the West Bottom
Badgers. They’re the lowest-ranked basketball team in their league, and they live in the
poorest neighborhood in Dren. Nobody expects them to succeed at anything. Plus, every kid
on the team has secret struggles of his own. When a new coach named Professor Wizenard
arrives on the first day of training camp, the Badgers can’t explain the magical-seeming things
they see and hear. Every player experiences unique and strange visions—visions that
challenge everything they thought they knew about basketball, and about their lives and their
secrets off the court. To survive the increasingly intense ordeals of training, the Badgers will
need to take unimaginable risks, learn to trust their teammates, and confront the darkness
within themselves.

Carmelo Anthony
Strength & Honor. A code that Kobe Bryant seems to live by. This inspiring & practical guide
takes a unique spin on the traditional unauthorized biography by providing insight into how
Kobe approaches his life, on & off the court. Also, by highlighting Eight Principles For Success
pulled from various stages in his life, this book allows you to potentially apply these practices to
your own life.
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James Harden: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Premier Shooting
Guards
Learn the Incredible Story of Los Angeles Lakers' Legend Kobe Bryant! Read on your PC,
Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! Kobe Bryant: The Inspiring Story of One of
Basketball's Greatest Shooting Guards, details the inspirational story of basketball's legendary
star, Kobe Bryant. Kobe Bryant was the face of the Lakers dynasty for the past two decades
and for good reason. Few players have commanded a basketball court as much as Kobe in
historical performances such as his notable 81-point performance in just under 42 minutes of
playing time in 2006 against the Toronto Raptors. While the 2015-2016 NBA season marked
the end to Kobe's storied career, the Black Mamba's legacy will never be forgotten. Few
players can parallel Kobe Bryant in terms of competitive fire and will to win. His polarizing
figure defines him and makes even those who do not like him at the very least respect him.
Read on to learn about the days when Kobe played alongside Shaquille O'Neal in some of the
greatest times of Los Angeles Lakers' basketball history. Get this basketball book if you're
looking for an entertaining afternoon read or an affordable gift for your basketball fan. Here is a
preview of what is inside this Kobe Bryant biography book: CHAPTER 1: Early Life and
Childhood CHAPTER 2: High School Years CHAPTER 3: Kobe's NBA career with the Lakers
CHAPTER 4: The injury years and retirement CHAPTER 5: Bryant's Personal Life and Death
CHAPTER 6: References

The Great Book of Baseball
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Boston Celtics' Rising Star, Jayson Tatum! Read on your PC,
Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! One of many riveting reads in the Basketball
Biography Books series by Clayton Geoffreys. In Jayson Tatum: The Inspiring Story of One of
Basketball's Rising Stars, you will learn the incredible story of one of basketball's emerging
stars, Jayson Tatum. Since being drafted by the Boston Celtics in 2017, Tatum has quickly
established himself as a versatile and formidable guard to play against. At the time of this
writing, Tatum is just twenty-one years old, with his prime years ahead of him. It will be exciting
to see how Jayson Tatum continues to hone his game to become one of the next unforgettable
guards to play professional basketball. Pick up this unauthorized biography today to learn the
inspiring story behind rising star, Jayson Tatum! This is a perfect basketball book for kids or
sports fans of all ages. Here is a preview of what is inside this Jayson Tatum biography book:
Childhood and Early Life High School Career College Career Getting Drafted, Rookie Season,
Playoff Debut On the Rise Jayson Tatum's Personal Life Tatum's Impact on Basketball Legacy
and Future An excerpt from this Jayson Tatum biography: The NBA style of basketball has
often gone through different evolutions and transformations throughout its history. From its
earliest days when big men ruled the paint in a fast-paced style that did not have a three-point
line, NBA basketball transformed into a more structured defensive style of play in the '70s.
Then, during the '80s and '90s, the game became more physical as teams relied more on a
grind-it-out style that involved a lot of one-on-one, man-to-man defense. During the 2000s, we
saw teams relying more on superstars as names such as Kobe Bryant, LeBron James, Dirk
Nowitzki, Kevin Garnett, and Dwyane Wade emerged as players you can give the ball to if you
want your team to get buckets. This steadily transitioned into a different style of play over the
next decade as franchises began to create super teams with three or more All-Stars. However,
though there are still super teams in today's era, the style has become more reliant on overall
team play instead of just putting the ball in the hands of the team's three All-Stars. We saw the
Golden State Warriors playing that way since they won the NBA title in 2015. Though they had
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many stars on their team, they relied more on spacing and ball movement to win games. This
led to the current pace-and-space era where teams rely more on increasing the tempo of the
game while spacing the floor with four or more shooters. This pace-and-space era led to the
introduction of positionless basketball that demands all five players to bring the ball up, make
plays for others, and shoot the ball from the perimeter. You are now seeing frontcourt players
6'7" or taller spacing the floor with their three-point shooting or even playing the point from time
to time. Tags: Jayson Tatum biography, Boston Celtics basketball, Jayson Tatum book, books
for basketball fans

Allen Iverson: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Shooting
Guards
Learn the Incredible Story of Basketball Superstar James Harden!Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!In James Harden: The Inspiring Story of One of
Basketball's Premier Shooting Guards, you'll read about the inspirational story of one of
basketball's premier shooting guards James Harden. James Harden has been making a splash
playing in the National Basketball Association for the Houston Rockets. In this short book, we
will learn about how James became the star shooting guard that he is today. Starting first with
a look into his childhood and early life, we'll learn about James Harden prior to entering the
NBA, along with his time in the NBA as a sixth man for the Oklahoma City Thunder behind
Russell Westbrook and Kevin Durant to his time leading the Houston Rockets.James Harden
has revitalized and ignited a fire in Houston, leading the Rockets alongside Dwight Howard into
the 2013-214 NBA Playoffs. It will be exhilarating to see how James and the Rockets do in this
year's NBA playoffs.Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood
High School Years of James Harden College Years at Arizona State James Harden: Draft
Bust? Harden's NBA Career Fear the Beard and Unique Fashion Style Impact on Basketball
and Beyond James Harden's Legacy An excerpt from the book:On April 4, 2014, the Houston
Rockets were in trouble.With the arrival of superstar center Dwight Howard, the Rockets were
looking to win a championship for the first time in 20 years. Yet while the 2013-14 NBA season
had gone smoothly for the Rockets, a potential catastrophe loomed on the horizon. They had
just lost three straight games for the first time all season. Dwight Howard was not playing due
to ankle issues. And if that was not bad enough, the Oklahoma City Thunder, led by probable
MVP Kevin Durant, were in town. The Thunder had defeated the Rockets in all three of their
earlier games, blowing them out by 31 points in the first contest. Houston faced the very real
possibility of losing the first-round home court advantage that they fought so hard all season to
earn.But James Harden would have none of it. He knew how important it was for the Rockets
to break the three game losing streak, and he also knew that Houston would clinch a playoff
spot with a win. So he got to work immediately. On the first possession, he passed the ball so
Terrence Jones could hit a wide-open jump shot. On the second possession, he drove the ball
in for a layup. Whenever Houston needed points, Harden was there hitting 3-point shots,
drilling free throws, and charging to the basket. His former teammate Kevin Durant finished
with 28 points for the night, his 40th straight 25-point game - but it was James Harden, with 39
points, who led Houston to the huge 111-107 win. As the seconds ticked off the clock, he
hugged his teammates, and then went over to acknowledge another former Thunder
teammate, Serge Ibaka, before walking off the court. The Rockets had just clinched the
playoffs, and Harden had shown another example of how he is one of the best shooting guards
in the NBA today.

Giannis Antetokounmpo: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Rising
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Superstars
Learn the Incredible Story of Basketball Superstar Tim Duncan!Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!In Tim Duncan: The Inspiring Story of Basketball's
Greatest Power Forward, you'll read about the inspirational story of basketball's greatest power
forwards Tim Duncan. Tim Duncan has kept the San Antonio Spurs relevant in the NBA for
every year of his long NBA career. In this short book, we will learn about how Duncan became
the incredible power forward that he is today. Starting first with a look into his childhood and
early life, we'll learn about Tim Duncan prior to entering the NBA, along with his time in the
NBA playing alongside David Robinson to his time playing with Tony Parker and Manu Ginobili
leading the San Antonio Spurs.Tim Duncan is easily one of the greatest, if not the greatest
power forward to play the game of basketball. For a man who once was just a kid fulfilling a
promise to his parents to earn a college degree at Wake Forest, Tim Duncan has come a long
way over the course of his basketball career.It will be exciting to see how Duncan and the
Spurs do in this year's 2013-2014 NBA playoffs.Here is a preview of what is inside this book:
Early Life and Childhood College Years at Wake Forest Duncan's NBA Career Tim Duncan's
Personal Life Tim's Impact on Basketball and Beyond Duncan's Legacy An excerpt from the
book:A half-decade ago, the Spurs were the most hated team in the league. In the eyes of the
media and fans alike, they were not the brilliant, beautiful team that executed basketball at a
level which no other team could do. They were an ugly, defense-first boring team that would
never hesitate to use dirty tricks, flop, or work the referees to beat more exciting, fun teams like
the "Seven Seconds or Less" Phoenix Suns. Bruce Bowen was a nasty piece of work who
would kick an opposing player in the face if he could get away with it, Robert Horry hipchecked Steve Nash into the stands in the playoffs and Manu Ginobili was a cowardly flopper.
Duncan may not have received quite the ire of his teammates, but he was boring. A superstar
without a doubt, but one who got to play on stacked teams unlike Kevin Garnett and Kobe
Bryant who struggled on mediocre teams in the mid-2000s. But do the Spurs care about the
fact that those who love them today are also those who castigated them in the past? Not in the
slightest. They just keep winning one 50-game season after another, chasing championships
and glory. Right in the middle of that, Tim Duncan, oblivious to the roars or boos of the crowd,
continues to play, with the same efficiency and genius that he has brought to the NBA over the
past 17 years of his career.

Kobe Bryant
Kobe Bryant will forever be known as one of basketball's greatest superstars. Nicknamed "The
Black Mamba," the Los Angeles Lakers legend left his mark on the game as a fierce competitor
who lifted those around him and never settled for anything less than the best. The Legend of
Kobe Bryant contains essential facts and stories all basketball fans should know, plus inspiring
quotes and brilliant photos. Learn about Kobe's early days bursting onto the NBA scene, his
five NBA championships with the Lakers, his unforgettable 60-point final game, and his desire
to share basketball with everyone.

Kobe Bryant
KOBE BRYANT This book serves as a biography of Kobe Bryant, one of the greatest
basketball players to ever lace them up. Kobe has one of the longest, and most decorated
careers of any basketball player in history, and this book aims to educate you all about it!
Throughout this book, you will learn about Bryant's younger years, his journey to the NBA, his
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many accomplishments and records, the challenges he faced, and also what's next for the
NBA champion now that he has retired from the game of basketball. Kobe Bryant is an
incredibly inspiring athlete that everyone can learn a lot from. Both on and off the court, he
strives for excellence - and usually achieves it! As you'll soon discover through reading this
book, there's a lot of great life lessons we can take from the 5-time NBA champion that apply to
all areas of life, not just basketball. Here Is What You'll Learn About Inside Kobe's Early Life
High School Career Making The NBA Winning Championships Notable Career Moments
Challenges Kobe Faced What's Next For Kobe Much, Much More!

Shaquille O'Neal: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Centers
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Phoenix Suns' Star Guard Devin Booker! Read on your PC,
Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. Limited time offer: If you buy the print edition, you
can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! In Devin Booker: The Inspiring Story of One of
Basketball's Rising Shooting Guards, you will learn the incredible story of one of basketball's
most exciting young shooting guards, Devin Booker. As the thirteenth overall pick in the 2015
Draft, Devin Booker become a prominent piece of the Suns franchise as they continue
rebuilding post the Steve Nash and Mike D'antoni era. It's no surprise the Suns extended a fiveyear maximum contract for Booker in the summer of 2018. After all, he has been one of their
most consistent players the last few years. At the time of this writing, expectations are high for
Booker looking ahead. There is still a great deal of potential to actualize at the young age of
twenty-two. It'll be exciting to follow Booker's journey as he continues to grow in the years to
come. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and Early Life High School and
College Career Getting Drafted, Rookie Season, Breakout Year, Rise to Stardom The Max
Player, Phoenix's New Face of the Franchise Booker's Personal Life Impact on Basketball
Legacy and Future An excerpt from the book: In today's NBA, there are two things about a
player that will always get scouts, coaches, and general managers raving. No, we are not
talking about experience and stats. We are talking about youth and potential. When those two
aspects meet in one prospect, it is almost impossible for any scout or coach to pass on a
player like that. Time and time again, it has been proven that young players with potential will
most likely end up not only as stars, but game-changers. In 1995, the Minnesota Timberwolves
did not make a mistake when they drafted an 18-year-old Kevin Garnett out of high school
even though he had not played a single college game. The same could be said about Kobe
Bryant, who got passed on by 12 teams in 1996. Any of those teams would have drafted him
top overall had that draft been done over again. And we all know what happened in 2003 when
the 18-year-old phenom LeBron James was taken top overall. There is no need to expound on
the career LeBron has carved since the teenager first stepped on an NBA court. Obviously, all
of those players were drafted at a very young age. But age was not the only factor as to why
those teams took their chances when they drafted players that had not proven themselves in
college. What was apparent was that they did not need to dominate in college because they
already had enough potential to become stars in the NBA. But young and talented players do
not always make a quick and easy transition to the pro leagues. While it only took until their
second season in the league for Garnett, Bryant, and James to establish themselves as AllStars, there have been some high school-to-pro players that did not become stars themselves.
Nevertheless, teams will always gamble on a young player with a lot of potential because they
know that, if they can hone them the right way, they can eventually pay dividends. Tags: Devin
Booker Bio, Kentucky basketball, steve nash, phoenix suns, d'angelo russell, draymond green,
karl-anthony towns, rodney hood, tyler ulis

Russell Westbrook
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As a child readies for bed, the sounds of his family echo around him, soothing him to sleep.
The steady beat of cars passing on the street outside and raindrops falling onto the roof above
punctuate a rhythm created by the shouts of uncles over a barbecue, the clink of dishes
washed by cousins, and a grandfather’s booming laughter. It all blends together to form the
soundtrack of a child’s life—a soundtrack of love. A musical read-aloud that tenderly captures
the comforts of a loving home and family, Nighttime Symphony is as contemporary as it is
timeless.

The Mamba Mentality
"In Russell Westbrook: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Premier Point Guards, you'll
read about the inspirational story of basketball's rising superstar point guard, Russell
Westbrook. Russell Westbrook's ascent into the top ten point guards in the NBA amongst the
likes of Chris Paul, Steve Nash, and Rajan Rondo has definitely been a surprise. From once
struggling to make his high school varsity team (he did not make it until his junior year) to
spending his freshman year at UCLA as a benchwarmer, few would have predicted that
Russell Westbrook would be selected as the fourth overall pick in the 2008 NBA Draft. The rest
is history as the Oklahoma City Thunder continue their quest for a championship. " Amazon.com

The Wizenard Series: Training Camp
An award-winning trainer draws on experience with such top athletes as Michael Jordan, Kobe
Bryant and Ken Griffey, Jr. to explain how to tap dark competitive reflexes in order to succeed
regardless of circumstances, explaining the importance of finding internal resources and
harnessing the power of personal fears and instincts.

Kobe Bryant
The ultimate biography of the most legendary Laker of all time.When most people think of
Kobe Bryant, they think his beautiful shots, his body completely in sync with the ball, hitting
nothing but net. He is responsible for incredible moments so ingrained in basketball history that
they have their own names: 81 points, 60 point end game, the biting of the jersey. But for all
his greatness, there's also a dark side to Kobe: A ruthless competitor and on-court
annihilator.There's never been a biography that balanced these personas-until now. Steve
Peyton provides the first truly definitive study of Kobe The man, the myth, the legend.

Kevin Durant
Learn the Incredible Story of New York Knick Carmelo Anthony! Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition as a gift,
you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! Newly revised for the 2017-2018 NBA season,
Carmelo Anthony: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Most Versatile Scorers details the
inspirational story of basketball's star, Carmelo Anthony. Carmelo Anthony has played in the
limelight since being drafted third overall in the 2003 NBA Draft behind LeBron James and
Darko Milicic. Melo quickly entered the ranks amongst the most versatile scorers in the NBA
due to his ability to score from practically anywhere on the court. While he has yet to capture
an elusive NBA Championship, Carmelo Anthony has been a spectacle to watch having played
alongside other NBA stars like Allen Iverson, Amar'e Stoudemire, and Tyson Chandler. At the
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time of this updated edition's writing, Carmelo continues his journey for a championship playing
alongside Russell Westbrook and Paul George as a member of the Oklahoma City Thunder.
Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood High School Years
College Years at Syracuse Carmelo's NBA Career Getting Drafted: The Infamous 2003 Draft
Class Rookie Season All-Star Status End of the Anthony/Iverson Combo, Enter
Anthony/Billups Trade to Knicks Scoring Champion Season Enter Phil Jackson and Derek
Fisher, Anchor of the Triangle Enter the Zinger The Final Year in New York The Trade to the
Thunder Team USA Carmelo's Personal Life Carmelo Anthony's Impact on Basketball and
Beyond Anthony's Legacy An excerpt from the book: There are few sports leagues today as
grueling as the NBA. "Nothing will work unless you do." These wise words were uttered by the
young and immensely gifted Carmelo Anthony, who has not always been an outstanding
player. He had the will, but he had to grow into the skill. He was crazy about basketball as a
youngster, but the small forward had to work hard to perfect his game. Today, he is just
beginning to fulfill his potential as a genuine leader and is carving out his legacy in the NBA.
Since his start as a standout high school player, Anthony has not been a stranger to tenacity
and hard work, and he has evolved from a rough stone into a multi-faceted gem. Real
basketball fanatics have both positive and negative things to say about Anthony and his impact
on basketball. Some view him as a selfish ball-hog who spends too much time showboating.
They may even go on to say Melo is too caught up with putting up numbers instead of trying to
help his team win. On the other hand, others hail him as a sensational scoring machine,
desperate to earn a ring. He may even be the most complete scorer the game has seen in
quite a while, and that accolade alone is enough to rack up some wins. When it comes to
offensive arsenals, nobody else in the game has more weapons than Melo. He has a deadly
jumper that he can hit even with hands right in front of him. With a quick first step, he blows by
slower defenders. Anthony could arguably be the best small forward down at the low post.
Despite those talents, Carmelo has always lacked the accolades. Tags: Carmelo Anthony,
russell westbrook, paul george, lebron james, derrick rose, kobe bryant, kevin love, lala
anthony, chris bosh, chris paul, amare stoudemire, new york knicks, jeremy lin, syracuse
orange, otto the orange

Kobe Bryant
Read about the inspirational story of basketball's star, Kobe Bryant. Kobe Bryant has been the
face of the Lakers dynasty for the past two decades and for good reason. Few players have
commanded a basketball court as much as Kobe in historical performances such as his
notable 81-point performance in just under 42 minutes of playing time in 2006 against the
Toronto Raptors. Whenever Kobe Bryant decides to retire, he is not going to do so on his own
terms as one of the greatest basketball players of all time. Few players can parallel with Kobe
Bryant in terms of competitive fire and will to win. His polarizing figure defines him and makes
even those who do not like him at the very least respect him. Read on to learn about the days
of when Kobe played alongside Shaquille O'Neal, Robert Horry, Metta World Peace, Derek
Fisher, and Pau Gasol in some of the greatest times of Los Angeles Lakers' basketball history.

Lebron James
Learn the Incredible Story of the Cleveland Cavaliers' Superstar LeBron James! Read on your
PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition
as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! An Amazon Best Seller, LeBron James:
The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Players, outlines the inspirational story of
LeBron James. This unauthorized biography of LeBron James highlights his journey so far in
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the NBA from once-doubted leader to perennial title contender. Few players demand as much
excitement from crowds as LeBron James. It does not take a basketball fanatic to recognize
and respect the name of LeBron James. Around the world, fans idolize LeBron for his
unbelievable athletic prowess and collaborative team-based nature on the court. He has
become one of the most respected and professional players in the league today. Read on to
learn about LeBron James' journey into the league, his first trip in Cleveland, his four years in
Miami, as well as an outlook on his future since he has returned to Cleveland. LeBron James
has had a legendary basketball career playing in the National Basketball Association. It's no
surprise why day in and day out, regardless of who is the latest trendy player, LeBron James
remains undoubtedly one of the best, if not the best. Don't delay, pick up your copy of this book
today to learn Lebron's inspiring journey. Here is a preview of what is inside this book:
Childhood and High School Years LeBron's NBA Career - James' Rise to All-Star, First
Playoffs Appearance, First Trip to the Finals, and more The Decision - Villain Debut, Quest for
the Championship, Repeat Title The Decision 2.0 - Returning Home LeBron James' Personal
Life King James' Legacy & Future An excerpt from the book: LeBron James is a basketball
player whose talent was home grown in the city of Akron, Ohio. Currently he is the
unquestioned leader of the Cleveland Cavaliers and one of the most respected icons of sports
history, James has accomplished great feats in a decade as a professional basketball player. A
two-time NBA Champion with the Miami Heat, LeBron has received the Finals MVP twice, and
assembled a collection of four MVP trophies. A complete cleaner on the stat sheet, James has
also lead in the intangible areas of the game, specifically on the defensive end. LeBron has
been a member of the All Defensive First Team for five years. People all around the world
recognize his legendary persona. His current mission is to bring a title to his championshipdeprived city of Cleveland. James is an international icon. In the business world, James has
established himself as one of the powerhouse figures in sports marketing through his
basketball play. The LeBron James brand is one of the most valuable in terms of sports
branding. According to Forbes, James surpassed Tiger Woods in being one of the most
valuable sports names in the world. His game, like his physical build, is something the world
has never seen before. At an incredible 6' 9", James showed the ability to run the floor with a
guard-like poise. Prior to the 2004 NBA season, the NBA and its fans never saw a specimen
like James. Everything from his biological make-up to his ability to understand the game in a
cerebral way seemed to be a manifestation of what was only created by a basketball god may.
Contrary to what his doubters would have liked, LeBron appeared to seamlessly transition from
his high school style of play into the NBA. Tags: LeBron James, Cleveland Cavaliers, Miami
Heat, Kyrie Irving, Kevin Love, Kobe Bryant, Kevin Durant, Steph Curry, Dwayne Wade, Chris
Bosh

Kobe Bryant
Learn the Incredible Story of Chicago Bull & NBA Great Scottie Pippen! Read on your PC,
Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In Scottie Pippen: The Inspiring Story of One of
Basketball's Greatest Small Forwards, you'll read about the inspirational story of basketball's
star, Scottie Pippen. This short unauthorized biography of Scottie Pippen highlights the
greatest moments of his career. Scottie Pippen was one of the underdog stories of the NBA
when he first entered the league, drafted surprisingly as the fifth overall pick by the Seattle
Supersonics before being traded on draft night to the Chicago Bulls. He would become a
central figure alongside Michael Jordan in the Bulls' historic championship runs of the 90s.
Even after the Bulls dynasty dismantled, Scottie would impress as he spent the later part of his
career seeking championship number seven as part of the Portland TrailblazersRead on to
learn about the days of when Scottie Pippen played alongside Michael Jordan, Dennis
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Rodman, Toni Kukoc, Ron Harper and Steve Kerr in some of the greatest times of Chicago
Bulls' basketball history. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and High
School Years College Years at the University of Central Arkansas Scottie's NBA Career
Pippen's Personal Life Scottie Pippen's Impact on Basketball Pippen's Most Memorable
Moments Pippen's Legacy & Future An excerpt from the book: Tom and Jerry. Lone Ranger
and Tonto. Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson. Batman and Robin. Jordan and Pippen. It's hard
to describe a man who many have believed was a mere sidekick to Michael Jordan. However,
like Jerry, Tonto, Dr. Watson, and Robin, Scottie Pippen also established a name for himself in
the game of basketball. Most of his career happened in the shadows of Jordan and people fail
to realize that without Pippen, Chicago potentially would not have created the wining Bulls
dynasty. Pippen once said, "Sometimes a player's greatest challenge is coming to grips with
his role on the team." He not only came to grips with his role, but embraced it, quietly racking
up impressive statistics while giving his teammates the spotlight. The 6-time NBA Champion
and all-leader in steals and assists among forwards, is one of the most versatile players in
NBA history. Although Pippen averaged over 20 points a game along with 7 rebounds, he was
continually overshadowed by the shooting guard god, Jordan. It wasn't until Pippen was
charged with guarding Magic Johnson in the 1991 NBA Finals that everyone began to take
notice and see Pippen in his own right. The world soon began to uncover the mystery
surrounding Pippen's rise to fame in the basketball world. In the height of his prime, Pippen
made 10 consecutive All-NBA First Defensive teams, and was only one of three NBA players
to record 200 steals and 100 blocks in a single season. He was known to block the lanes of
opposing teams with his unusually long wingspan (2.2m) and jumping ability. Coach Phil
Jackson once described him as a "one man wrecking crew." His tireless work ethic and
selfless playing style often resulted in him leading the Bulls in blocks and assists. He finished
23rd in all-time assists in his career. Pippen is truly one of the league's greatest treasures and
few players in NBA history have actually matched his versatility. He was an incredibly unique
player. On defense, he combined his height with strength and athleticism and there was no
area he didn't excel in. Tags: Scottie Pippen, Chicago Bulls, Portland Trailblazers, Houston
Rockets, Michael Jordan, Ron Harper, Steve Kerr, Dennis Rodman, Charles Barkley, Kobe
Bryant, Larry Bird, Karl Malone, Magic Johnson, Derrick Rose, Joakim Noah

Think Like a Monk
"I heard the ball bouncing. No lights were on. Practice was at about 11, it was probably about
9, 9:30. And I go out to the court and I look, and there's Kobe Bryant. He's out there shooting in
the dark. And I stood there for probably about ten seconds, and I said, 'This kid is gonna be
great." Byron ScottKobe Bryant inspired a generation of basketball players worldwide with
sublime skills and an unquenchable competitive fire.He earned Los Angeles' eternal adoration
during his two decades as the fierce soul of the beloved Lakers, and he was respected by
basketball fans from every place with a hoop and a dream, including his native Philadelphia
and in Italy, his other childhood home.Less than four years into his retirement, Bryant was
seizing new challenges and working to inspire his daughters' generation through sports and
storytelling when his next chapter ended shockingly early

Kobe Bryant
From the mind of basketball legend and Academy Award–winning storyteller Kobe Bryant
comes a new tale of finding your inner magic against all odds. GAME. SET. MAGIC. Game –
Tennis means life and death for the residents of the magical kingdom of Nova, and for twelveyear-old Legacy, it’s the only thing getting her through the long days taking care of the other
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kids at the orphanage. That’s all about to change when she hears about Silla’s tournament. Set
– Silla, the ruler of Nova, hosts an annual tournament for the less fortunate of her citizens to
come and prove themselves and win entrance to the Academy, where they can train to
compete at nationals. The prize is Silla’s favor and enough cash to keep open the orphanage,
and Legacy has her heart set on both. Magic – What Legacy has yet to know is that the other
players have something besides better skills and more money than she does. In Nova, tennis
can unlock magic. Magic that Silla used to save the kingdom long ago and magic that her
competitors have been training in for months already. Now, with the world turned against her
and the orphanage at stake, Legacy has to learn to use her passion for the game to rise above
those around her and shine.

Tim Duncan: the Inspiring Story of Basketball's Greatest Power Forward
Learn the Incredible Story of Basketball Superstar John Wall!Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!In John Wall: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's
Fastest Point Guards, you'll read about the inspirational story of basketball's rising superstar
point guard, John Wall. John Wall has emerged as a top ten point guard in the NBA amongst
the likes of Chris Paul, Steve Nash, Russell Westbrook, and Rajan Rondo has definitely been
a surprise. From once struggling to behave in school and on the basketball court to being
benched by his high school basketball coach, John Wall has come a long way since being
drafted as the first overall pick in the 2010 NBA Draft. The rest is history as the Washington
Wizards have emerged to become one of the top teams in the East. This year, the Wizards
won their first playoff series in six years, defeating the Chicago Bulls in five games.John Wall is
easily one of the most dynamic point guards to play the game of basketball. From flashy
crossovers to speedy races down the court on the fastbreak, John Wall has a bright basketball
career ahead of him.It will be exciting to see how John Wall and the Wizards do in this year's
2013-2014 NBA playoffs.Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood
College Years at Kentucky John Wall's NBA Career Wall's Personal Life Wall's Impact on
Basketball and Beyond John Wall's Legacy An excerpt from the book:Regardless of where
Washington finishes in the playoffs, the 2013-14 season has been impressive both for the
team as well as John Wall. The young man who once suffered from maturity issues has
developed into a confident point guard; ready to lead the Wizards however far they may go.
Los Angeles Clippers point guard Chris Paul remains the best point guard in the NBA, and
Wall is far from the only young point guard who seeks to take Paul's throne. Derrick Rose has
won a MVP. Russell Westbrook has been the second option on a championship team. Stephen
Curry has led the Golden State Warriors out of years of irrelevancy, and Damian Lillard has
proven to be a monster in the clutch over and over again, drilling a series-clinching three point
shot in these 2014 playoffs against the Houston Rockets.Can Wall truly prove himself to be the
best point guard of them all? Only he knows. But the Wizards will do their best to provide him
with the help he needs. They have tough, savvy veterans like Ariza and Nene, and also high
potential prospects from their years in the lottery in Bradley Beal and Otto Porter Jr. But the
Wizards remain John Wall's team and will be so for at least the next few years. It will be up to
Wall to lead the Wizards to victory as well as develop into an outstanding point guard. With his
long track of developing from just another playground athlete to one of the premier young point
guards in the NBA, there is little doubt that he can very well accomplish all this and more.

Kobe Bryant
Learn the Incredible Story of the Boston Celtics' Star Point Guard Kyrie Irving! Read on your
PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print edition
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as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! Newly revised for the 2017-2018 NBA
season, Kyrie Irving: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Most Versatile Point Guards
details the inspirational story of basketball's star, Kyrie Irving. This unauthorized biography of
Kyrie Irving highlights his quick ascent into the league as a brilliant passer and scorer. Kyrie
Irving, often referred to as Uncle Drew, rivals Golden State Warrior Steph Curry in his
incredible ability to control the basketball. Youth basketball players from all across the world
view Kyrie Irving highlight reels to learn the ins and outs of passing and dribbling the
basketball. Having such extraordinary skills, Kyrie is one of the best point guards in the NBA
due to his court vision and ability to pass and score incredibly quickly. His agility is easily
among the best in the NBA. Now as a new member of the Boston Celtics, Kyrie has the
opportunity to lead his own team. Read on to learn about Kyrie Irving's journey into the league,
to his college years at Duke University before ultimately propelling into the NBA. Here is a
preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and High School Years Training with Pyonin
College Years at Duke Kyrie Irving's NBA Career Getting Drafted and Rookie Season All-Star
Appearances and the Return of Lebron Three Finals Appearances The Trade to Boston Kyrie's
Personal Life Irving's Impact on Basketball Kyrie Irving's Legacy & Future An excerpt from the
book: In their early twenties, most young adults are just graduating college and are looking for
jobs. Kyrie Irving has yet to reach the veteran years of his career and is already an
accomplished multiple-time NBA All-Star, the recipient of the 2012 Rookie of the Year Award,
the 2014 NBA All-Star MVP, and an NBA champion at that. Not only that, but Kyrie went to the
NBA Finals at a very young age while most NBA players retire without ever having a chance at
an NBA championship. However, he would tell you these accolades are par for the course. As
he was told by his father, "Stay hungry and humble." This proverb is what continues to drive
Kyrie's relentless work both on and off the court. In a league dominated by incredibly talented
point guards, there is no choice for aspiring athletes but to be great. For Kyrie, his butterysmooth ball handling along with his knack for acrobatic finishes around the rim make him stand
out from his contemporaries. Irving's game is crafty and elegant. He keeps opponents
guessing from the top of the key right down to the bucket. His powerful dribbling ability and
superb ambidexterity allow him to keep defenses on their heels. While the 24-second shot
clock is ticking, Irving's collection of moves seems to be endless. He zigzags like a chess
master. He keeps defenders on their heels and in anticipation of the inevitable and
unavoidable show that Irving's hands can do. Tags: Kyrie Irving, LeBron James, Kevin Love,
Cleveland Cavaliers, Boston Celtics, Duke Blue Devils, Duke Basketball, Stephen Curry, Isaiah
Thomas, Gordon Hayward, Derrick Rose, Austin Rivers

Jayson Tatum: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Rising Stars
Learn the Incredible Story of Basketball Superstar Allen Iverson!Read on your PC, Mac,
smartphone, tablet or Kindle device!In Allen Iverson: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's
Greatest Shooting Guards, you'll read about the inspirational story of basketball's premier
shooting guard, Allen Iverson. Allen Iverson redefined the shooting guard position role in the
late 1990s and entering in the 2000s. In an age filled with greats like Kobe Bryant, Steve Nash,
Reggie Miller, and Tim Duncan, Iverson played in one of the most exciting eras of modern
basketball. While the Philadelphia 76ers failed to win a ring during Iverson's tenure, they
played some of the most incredible playoff series in NBA history and made it to the NBA Finals
in 2000-2001 before ultimately falling to the Los Angeles Lakers. While he may have been
controversial in his time playing the game due to what some perceived as an attitude, Allen
Iverson always played the game his way, from the very first day he stepped into the NBA until
the very last time he stepped off. Allen Iverson remains highly respected by guards all around
the league due to the way he redefined the shooting guard position and what was possible for
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a shooting guard. He was and remains to this day one of the most pure shooting guards to play
the game.Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Early Life and Childhood College Years
at Georgetown AI's NBA Career Iverson's Personal Life Allen Iverson's Impact on Basketball
and Beyond Iverson's Legacy An excerpt from the book:To discuss Allen Iverson is to discuss
the importance of narratives in basketball. No NBA player's legacy has been so starkly divided
between those who hail Iverson and those who disdain him.On one side, Allen Iverson was a
fearsome, relentless warrior. Despite subpar supporting casts throughout his career, he fought
and bled for victory every single game. He had an unparalleled will to win, and inspired
fanatical loyalty in his teammates. In one of the greatest performances in NBA history, he stole
Game 1 of the NBA Finals against one of the greatest NBA teams ever, the 2001 Los Angeles
Lakers. It was Los Angeles's only defeat on their road to the 2001 championship, and the
victory epitomized Iverson's heart and will. He won a MVP award in 2001, averaged 30 points
per game year in and year out, and is without a doubt the greatest little man in NBA history. On
the other side, Allen Iverson was a selfish and arrogant team-killer. The subpar supporting
casts were in fact a perfect fit for his talents. Iverson's will only showed when he could
dominate the ball as much as he liked, and he promptly threw temper tantrums otherwise. That
2001 MVP should have gone to eventual Finals MVP Shaquille O'Neal, and while that Game 1
performance was impressive, the reality is that the 2001 Philadelphia 76ers squad would have
never made it to the NBA Finals if they had not played in a miserable Eastern Conference. He
scored many points, but with his flaws and temperament, he was utterly incapable of playing
on a championship team.Tags: allen iverson, philadelphia 76ers, eric snow, michael carterwilliams, nerlens noel, kobe bryant, tracy mcgrady, carmelo anthony, andre iguodala, derrick
rose, steve nash, basketball crossover, nba greats, AI3

Kyrie Irving
Discover the life and legacy of one of basketball's greatest legends. Inside this detailed and
insightful guide, you'll explore the life and achievements of Kobe Bryant, one of basketball's
biggest figures. Delving into his early years and upbringing, you'll uncover how he first broke
into sports, his first victories, and his incredible journey to becoming an expert sportsman and
success story. With a look into his personal life, his professional career, and the mindset which
made him who he was, you'll also get a glimpse of his activities off the court - his philanthropic
work, his charity services, his various business ventures, and his rise to becoming one of the
greatest players of all time. Kobe Bryant was a brilliant sportsman who left a huge impact on
basketball and the world at large. Covering the outpouring of support after his tragic and
untimely death, the funeral services and tributes from the people who knew him, and the
Mamba mentality which helped him succeed in both sports and life, this powerful biography is
a testament to the legacy that Bryant leaves behind. Buy now to uncover the story of
basketball's biggest stars.

Devin Booker: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Rising Shooting Guards
The Mamba Mentality: How I Play is Kobe Bryant’s personal perspective of his life and career
on the basketball court and his exceptional, insightful style of playing the game—a fitting
legacy from the late Los Angeles Laker superstar. In the wake of his retirement from
professional basketball, Kobe “The Black Mamba” Bryant decided to share his vast knowledge
and understanding of the game to take readers on an unprecedented journey to the core of the
legendary “Mamba mentality.” Citing an obligation and an opportunity to teach young players,
hardcore fans, and devoted students of the game how to play it “the right way,” The Mamba
Mentality takes us inside the mind of one of the most intelligent, analytical, and creative
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basketball players ever. In his own words, Bryant reveals his famously detailed approach and
the steps he took to prepare mentally and physically to not just succeed at the game, but to
excel. Readers will learn how Bryant studied an opponent, how he channeled his passion for
the game, how he played through injuries. They’ll also get fascinating granular detail as he
breaks down specific plays and match-ups from throughout his career. Bryant’s detailed
accounts are paired with stunning photographs by the Hall of Fame photographer Andrew D.
Bernstein. Bernstein, long the Lakers and NBA official photographer, captured Bryant’s very
first NBA photo in 1996 and his last in 2016—and hundreds of thousands in between, the
record of a unique, twenty-year relationship between one athlete and one photographer. The
combination of Bryant’s narrative and Bernstein’s photos make The Mamba Mentality an
unprecedented look behind the curtain at the career of one of the world’s most celebrated and
fascinating athletes.

Kobe Bryant
From the mind of basketball legend, Academy Award–winning, and New York
Times–bestselling storyteller Kobe Bryant comes a new tale of finding your strength against all
odds. Set in an alternate classical world dominated by sports and a magical power called
grana, Epoca: The Tree of Ecrof is the story of two children: the lowly born Rovi and the crown
princess Pretia who uncover and battle terrible evil and discover their inner strength along the
way. Epoca: The Tree of Ecrof takes place at the most elite sports academy in the land, where
the best child-athletes are sent to hone their skills. When Rovi and Pretia arrive, each
harboring a secret about themselves, they begin to suspect that something evil is at play at the
school. In the course of their first year, they must learn to master their grana in order to save
the world from dark forces that are rising.

John Wall: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Fastest Point Guards
Meet Kobe Bryant, Los Angeles Lakers' young basketball prodigy and the heir apparent to the
great Michael Jordan himself. Here, for the first time, is the whole story of this incredible
athlete--how he became the great person and incredible gifted, driven player he is today.
Follow Kobe's life from growing up as the son of an NBA player through his decision to turn pro
at 17, his rookie season, the All-Star Game, and his amazing second year in the pros. A must
for every fan, Kobe includes eight pages of color photos, personal stats, and the rising star's
career records.

Nighttime Symphony
"In Kevin Durant: The Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Small Forwards, you'll
read about the inspirational story of basketball's star, Kevin Durant. Kevin Durant started his
career as the face of the Thunder dynasty upon entering the league in 2007 as the second
overall pick. After a nine-year stint with the Thunder, Durant opted to sign with the Golden
State Warriors in the 2016 offseason. Reflecting back on Durant's time in OKC, the team came
a long way, becoming one of the perennial Western Conference contenders during his tenure.
Playing alongside athletic and talented players like Russell Westbrook, James Harden, Serge
Ibaka, and Reggie Jackson, Durant had the opportunity to lead the Thunder to several deep
playoff runs behind the helm of Coach Scott Brooks. While he did not win a championship with
the Thunder, Durant accomplished quite a bit with Russell Westbrook in his nine years in OKC.
Time will tell what he will be able to accomplish with Stephen Curry, Klay Thompson, and
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Draymond Green in Golden State. In this book, you’ll learn about Kevin’s incredible story to the
NBA. Kevin Durant has had an incredible basketball career playing in the National Basketball
Association. In this short book, we will learn about how Kevin became the star MVP small
forward that he is today. Starting first with his childhood and early life, we'll learn about Kevin
Durant prior to entering the NBA, his time in the NBA, along with his impact on Oklahoma
City"--P. [4] of cover.

Jimmy Butler: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Best All-Around Shooting
Guards
The Great Book of Baseball is an entertaining, instructive and interesting Trivia & Facts book
about Baseball. This book shows how intertwined with everyday life baseball has been over
the years, from its relationship to world conflicts to the impact on US Presidents.

The Legend of Kobe Bryant
The definitive portrait of Kobe Bryant, from the author of Michael Jordan. "Lazenby's detailed
research and fantastic writing paint a complex, engaging picture of one of the NBA's greats."
(Kurt Helin, Pro Basketball Talk, NBC Sports) Eighteen-time All-Star, scorer of 81 points in a
single game, MVP, and one of the best shooting guards in NBA league history: Kobe Bryant is
among basketball's absolute greatest players, and his importance to the sport is undeniable.
Third on the NBA career scoring list and owner of five championship rings, he is an undisputed
all-time great, one deserving of this deep and definitive biography. Even within the flashiest
franchise in all of sports--the Los Angeles Lakers, where he played his entire career--Bryant
always took center stage, and his final game captivated the basketball world, indeed the
country. Roland Lazenby delves deep to look behind this public image, using classic basketball
reporting and dozens of new interviews to reveal the whole picture, from Bryant's childhood
through his playing years. Showboat is filled with large personalities and provocative stories,
including details of Bryant's complicated personal life and explosive relationships on the court,
and is a riveting and essential read for every hoops fan.

Epoca: The Tree of Ecrof
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Milwaukee Bucks' Rising Star Giannis Antetokounmpo! Read
on your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device. This holiday season, if you buy the print
edition as a gift, you can keep the Kindle edition for yourself! In Giannis Antetokounmpo: The
Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Rising Superstars, you will learn the inspirational story of
one of basketball's most promising young stars, Giannis Antetokounmpo. Often nicknamed
"The Greek Freak", Giannis Antetokounmpo has quickly emerged as one of the most unique
players in the league today. His incredible wingspan and athleticism have made him a
dominant presence on both the offensive and defensive ends of the basketball court. He is
easily one of the most difficult defensive assignments for opposing teams due to his ability to
not only start as a forward, but also as a guard. In just four years, Giannis Antetokounmpo has
gone from averaging 6.8 points per game to 22.9 points per game. He has also quickly
become the face of the Milwaukee Bucks franchise. There is still much to be unveiled in the
career of Giannis Antetokounmpo. At the time of this writing, Giannis is just twenty-two years
old. In this book, we'll learn more about The Greek Freak's journey into the NBA, his impact on
the game, and his growing legacy as one of the best up and coming stars to make his
presence known in basketball. Here is a preview of what is inside this book: Childhood and
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Early Life NBA Career: Getting Drafted, Rookie Season, Working Under Jason Kidd, The
Largest Point Guard in the League, and Becoming an All-Star International Career Personal
Life Giannis Antetokounmpo's Player Profile and Impact on Basketball Antetokounmpo's
Future An excerpt from the book: The NBA loves those rags to riches stories about how a
person that lived and grew up through poverty worked his way up to get to the league, not only
as an ordinary player, but a superstar ranking among the best in the world. These are the kinds
of stories that makes the people adore the player and what he has been through to get to the
top. More importantly, these are the stories that inspire young children to work just as hard, if
not harder, than their idol to reach the success they aspire to achieve. Several of the greatest
players in league history have had to endure poverty before they found success in the NBA.
Allen Iverson barely had a home growing up before he starred at Georgetown. In his MVP
speech back in 2014, Kevin Durant said that his mother raised him and his brother alone while
the family moved from roof to roof. The same was true for LeBron James, who was raised
alone by his mother when she was still 16 years old. These players not only earned millions as
NBA superstars, but have also become fan favorites because of how they worked themselves
up to get to the league. Likewise, the NBA has also found a liking for players that were
seemingly genetically engineered to dominate in the game of basketball. These are the types
of players that, at a glance, were naturally destined to be a great because of the physical tools
they possess. If the NBA was a horse race, these kinds of players are your thoroughbreds
judging by how much more physically gifted and talented they are than the rest of the
competition. Tags: Giannis Antetokounmpo Bio, Giannis Antetokounmpo basketball,
Milwaukee Bucks basketball, Jason Kidd, Kristaps Porzingis, Kyle Lowry, Jabari Parker,
Matthew Dellavedova, Russell Westbrook, Kawhi Leonard, Anthony Davis, Kevin Durant, Thon
Maker

Stephen Curry
Do You want to learn more about Kobe Bryant's life while Being So Inspired? If the answer is
yes..then, let me invite you in a beautiful journey: Welcome to The Life of Kobe Bryant! Kobe
lives and breathes basketball. While other basketball legends fade into obscurity after
retirement, Kobe is out there pursuing new endeavors and building a business empire. It's a
testament to his relentless thirst for knowledge and never-ending quest to be better.This book
is a front row ticket to Kobe's journey through life as he reveals how he used the Mamba
Mentality as a blueprint to his success, whether on-court or off-court. An insight into how his
mind works offers an opportunity to replicate his success and achievements. It teaches about
the value of hard work and commitment to the craft. Kobe's rise to greatness is an inspiration
to a new generation of young people who dream of making it big in their chosen fields. Here's a
sneak preview of what's inside of this book:
Who is Kobe Bryant
His Work Ethic
The
Famous "Mamba Mentality" and what this is all about
Basketball Muses
His Feuds and
Controversies
Kobe, The Storyteller
Kobe the entrepreneur: Kobe, Inc.
What's in The
Future for KobeLife-Changing Lessons from the Black Mamba get your copy today and be
inspired now!

Scottie Pippen: the Inspiring Story of One of Basketball's Greatest Small
Forwards
Learn the Inspiring Story of the Los Angeles Lakers' Legend Shaquille O'Neal! Read on your
PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In Shaquille O'Neal: The Inspiring Story of One
of Basketball's Greatest Centers, you will learn the inspirational story of one of basketball's
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greatest centers, Shaquille O'Neal. Often nicknamed "Shaq" or "The Diesel", O'Neal left an
indelible mark on the center position. His incredible power and athleticism made him a
practically unstoppable presence on both the offensive and defensive ends of the basketball
court. It's no surprise O'Neal concluded his career a four-time NBA Champion. He was such a
unique generational talent who could immediately change the course of a game. In this book,
we'll learn more about Shaq's journey into the NBA, his impact on the game, and his legacy as
one of the best to ever play at the center position. Here is a preview of what is inside this book:
Childhood and Early Life High School Career College Career at LSU Shaq's Illustrious NBA
Career: From Starting in Orlando, Achieving a Three-Peat in LA, to Bringing Miami the
Championship International Career Post-Retirement Career Personal Life O'Neal's Impact and
Legacy on Basketball An excerpt from the book: The NBA has had its share of dominant
players that could lord over defenders and push around grown men inside the paint with ease.
As they say, the NBA is a big man's league, and some of the best players the league has ever
seen were among the greatest and most dominant men to have ever set foot on a hard wood
floor. And wherever those dominant players went, success would usually follow. One of the
NBA's pioneering dominant players was George Mikan, who played for what was then the
Minneapolis Lakers back in the 50's. At 6'10" and 250 pounds, Mikan would not be considered
one of the biggest players in today's era. But back then, he was already among the largest in
the league. Nobody could stop him in the paint on his way to five NBA titles. The first truly
dominant player in league history was Wilt Chamberlain. Standing above seven feet tall and
weighing nearly 300 pounds of lean muscle mass, "Wilt the Stilt" used his height and strength
advantage to bully players down under the basket. Chamberlain was rumored to be so strong
that he could easily lift a man over 200 pounds using only one arm. He even once dunked the
ball so hard that it broke an opposing player's toe. All of this strength and size were vital for
Wilt Chamberlain to score 100 points in a single game. He even averaged over 50 points a
game during one season while holding five of the top ten scoring averages in a single season.
He was a man among boys back in the 60's era. Wilt would end up with two NBA titles, which
he won during the twilight years of his career. During the 80's and 90's, Karl Malone would use
his bodybuilder strength and muscle to push opposing power forwards around when he bulled
his way to easy baskets inside the paint. Because of how well-conditioned and dominant of a
player Malone was, he was able to stay active until the age of 40. Eventually, Malone finished
second in most points ever scored in a career. Sadly, Malone was always the bridesmaid to
Michael Jordan's bride as he would never win an NBA championship during his era. Tags:
Shaquille O'Neal Bio, Shaq basketball, Los Angeles Lakers basketball, Miami Heat basketball,
Wilt Chamberlain, Michael Jordan, LeBron James, Kobe Bryant, Magic Johnson, Charles
Barkley, Dwight Howard, Tim Duncan, Kenny Smith, Ernie Johnson

Michael Jordan
Reggie has never felt destined for greatness. He dreams about basketball brilliance all day and
night, but the hard truth is that he's a benchwarmer for the West Bottom Badgers the worst
team in the league. Even their mysterious new coach, Rolabi Wizenard, can't seem to help
them end their losing streak. Reggie is willing to train tirelessly to improve his game, but the
gym itself seems to be working against him in magical ways. Before Reggie can become the
player he dreams of being, he must survive the extraordinary trials of practice.

Legacy and the Queen
KOBE BRYANT Are you interested in learning more about the beginnings, career, milestones,
and future plans of one of the stalwarts of professional basketball? In this book, we will explore
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where Bryant grew up, what he was like as a child, how his NBA career panned out, and where
is headed now. Although it has been a few years since Bryant retired from the game of
basketball, he continues to be a tour de force in the sport and in popular culture, and his name
has inspired a whole new generation of rising NBA stars who are following in his footsteps.
Bryant may have bid farewell to playing professional basketball, but his influence continues to
permeate the four corners of the league and even beyond because of his active participation in
various causes. Get this book today, and be inspired by the basketball legend, Kobe Bryant!
Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Learn About Inside Kobe's Childhood High School Career
Going Straight To The Pros Kobe & Shaq Kobe's Personal Struggles Kobe's Records In The
NBA What's Next For Kobe Bryant Much, Much More!

The Kobe Code: Eight Principles For Success -- An Insider's Look Into Los
Angeles Laker Kobe Bryant's Warrior Life & the Code He Lives By
Honor The Memory Of Kobe Bryant By Learning About His Amazing Life! The tragic death of
Kobe Bryant shocked the entire world. He was a household name, known and admired even
by people who don't care much about basketball. Now is the perfect time to look back at his life
and career. This book aims to provide a complete overview of Kobe Bryant's impressive career
and the challenges that he had to overcome. Here's what you'll find in the book: The highlights
of Kobe Bryant's athletic career Sad but empowering stories of his injuries Little-known facts
about the basketball legend Even if you're a die-hard Kobe Bryant fan, you're sure to learn
something new from this carefully researched book! Scroll up, click the "Buy Now With 1-Click"
Button and Start Reading!

The Wizenard Series, Season One
"Winning takes precedence over all. There's no gray area. No almosts."- Kobe "The Black
Mamba" Bryant As the youngest NBA and All-Star game player, the youngest to reach 10,000,
20,000 and 30,000 points and ranked third in NBA's all-time scoring and postseason list, few
can deny that Kobe is one of the greats of basketball. Have you ever wondered what makes
Kobe great and sets him apart? In this biography of Kobe Bryant, James doesn't just reveal the
inspirational life story behind the world famous athlete as he was catapulted from the courts of
high school to the professional world of NBA. Readers will also get insight into the core of his
success: a mindset and training regimen that honed him into the perfect ball playing machine,
gifting him with a technique that put him head and shoulders above his opponents. With a
BONUS Top 8 Motivational Lessons to be learned from Bryant's rise to fame and success, this
candid Kobe Bryant biography also reveals hidden secrets that no other book has yet revealed.
Like any superstar, Kobe Bryant has not risen to the top without his fair share of setbacks, and
learning how he overcame his own challenges can help you surmount challenges in your own
life, both on and off the court. Whether you're an aspiring athlete seeking to take inspiration
from one of basketballs greats and discover how to overcome challenges while training to be
the best or simply a fan wanting to know more, this inspiring book lays out the full Kobe Bryant
story as it has NEVER been told before! Readers will benefit from this book by learning: * The
rituals and superstitions that Kobe abides by * Which stage of his life was the hardest and how
he overcame it * His philosophy towards basketball and what techniques he uses to train *
How Kobe became such a good defensive player? * What workouts and training regimens
does he use * How many shots a day does Kobe make? * Who are some famous people that
have been inspired by him * The mysterious story of his number * Lots of other Kobe Bryant
life and game secrets you cannot find anywhere else! Kobe's character and mindset have led
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to him smashing world records time after time. The slam dunk hero's inspirational career
comes from a discipline that anyone can apply to their own approach for a successful life-and
they are all exposed in this Kobe Bryant biography! Would You Like To Know More? Download
now and discover the sporting secrets of The Black Mamba and take some of those secrets to
apply to your own life! Scroll to the top of the page and select the Buy button now to get
motivated with the guidance of a true champion!

Relentless
Jay Shetty, social media superstar and host of the #1 podcast On Purpose, distills the timeless
wisdom he learned as a monk into practical steps anyone can take every day to live a less
anxious, more meaningful life. When you think like a monk, you’ll understand: -How to
overcome negativity -How to stop overthinking -Why comparison kills love -How to use your
fear -Why you can’t find happiness by looking for it -How to learn from everyone you meet
-Why you are not your thoughts -How to find your purpose -Why kindness is crucial to success
-And much more Shetty grew up in a family where you could become one of three things—a
doctor, a lawyer, or a failure. His family was convinced he had chosen option three: instead of
attending his college graduation ceremony, he headed to India to become a monk, to meditate
every day for four to eight hours, and devote his life to helping others. After three years, one of
his teachers told him that he would have more impact on the world if he left the monk’s path to
share his experience and wisdom with others. Heavily in debt, and with no recognizable skills
on his re sume , he moved back home in north London with his parents. Shetty reconnected
with old school friends—many working for some of the world’s largest corporations—who were
experiencing tremendous stress, pressure, and unhappiness, and they invited Shetty to coach
them on well-being, purpose, and mindfulness. Since then, Shetty has become one of the
world’s most popular influencers. In 2017, he was named in the Forbes magazine 30-under-30
for being a game-changer in the world of media. In 2018, he had the #1 video on Facebook
with over 360 million views. His social media following totals over 38 million, he has produced
over 400 viral videos which have amassed more than 8 billion views, and his podcast, On
Purpose, is consistently ranked the world’s #1 Health and Wellness podcast. In this inspiring,
empowering book, Shetty draws on his time as a monk to show us how we can clear the
roadblocks to our potential and power. Combining ancient wisdom and his own rich
experiences in the ashram, Think Like a Monk reveals how to overcome negative thoughts and
habits, and access the calm and purpose that lie within all of us. He transforms abstract
lessons into advice and exercises we can all apply to reduce stress, improve relationships, and
give the gifts we find in ourselves to the world. Shetty proves that everyone can—and
should—think like a monk.

Showboat
Learn the Incredible Story of the Chicago Bulls' Basketball Superstar Jimmy Butler! Read on
your PC, Mac, smartphone, tablet or Kindle device! In Jimmy Butler: The Inspiring Story of One
of Basketball's Best All-Around Shooting Guards, you will learn the inspirational story of one of
basketball's premier shooting guards, Jimmy Butler. Since quickly emerging as one of the key
leaders of the Chicago Bulls franchise, Jimmy Butler has estbalished himself as one of the best
two-way players to play in today's game. While Derrick Rose was the leader of the Chicago
Bulls for the first few years of Butler's career, it could be argued that Butler has since become
the main leader of the Bulls when Rose unfortunately came down with a series of tough
injuries. Once overlooked in the NBA Draft, as Butler was drafted with the 30th overall pick in
2011, Butler has proven all the scouts wrong on their initial assessments of his abilities, as
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Butler had demonstrated a high degree of athleticism, basketball intelligence, and influence
over games. It will be interesting to watch as Jimmy Butler continues to develop his basketball
career, what accomplishments he will be able to achieve. Here is a preview of what is inside
this book: Early Life and Childhood College Years (Freshman, Sophomore, Junior, and Senior
Year) Jimmy Butler's NBA Career (through halfway of the 2015-2016 season) Butler's Personal
Life Jimmy Butler's Impact on Basketball Butler's Legacy and Future An excerpt from the book:
Finding the true road to success usually comes with a few bumps along the road. Those can
include having to deal with a period of not having a permanent home and trying to find places
to stay on a nightly basis. Or having your family kick you out of the home and forcing you to
rely on yourself. But sometimes, rewards await those who persevere, and Jimmy Butler is a
perfect example of that. The thing about Jimmy Butler is that he has started to become one of
the many stars of the National Basketball Association. His debut didn't carry the same weight
as some of his peers who came straight out of high school, or after just one season in college
basketball. In fact, Butler played his freshman year at a junior college and then three years at
Marquette University, where he finished his studies in communication studies. He rarely played
at first, at least before others above him were injured. Then he became accustomed to the
difficulty of playing in the NBA, and now he averages more than 20 points per game with
playoff contenders, the Chicago Bulls. He hasn't won any championships, Most Valuable
Player nominations, or any scoring titles like other superstar players who became synonymous
with the franchise - like a certain "Airness" out of North Carolina. And yet he continues to get
better. Consider it the fruits of labor of someone who didn't want to fail. Maybe those fruits
were planted by seeds from someone who wanted to not let his rough childhood define who he
was; a young teenager who became homeless because his mom couldn't stand to look at
him.Fans know him as the member of the Chicago Bulls who is more than willing to play every
second of the game - including overtime - just to help the team get another win, no matter if
they are playing in the season-opener against the worst team in the league, or in a game
against the defending NBA champions. Tags: jimmy butler bio, jimmy butler basketball, derrick
rose, jimmy buckets, chicago bulls, joakim noah, kirk hinrich, pau gasol, facts about jimmy
butler
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